Chromosome integrity at a double-strand break requires exonuclease 1 and MRX
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

The continuity of duplex DNA is generally considered a prerequisite for chromosome continuity. However, as previously shown in yeast as well as human cells, the introduction of a double-strand break (DSB) does not generate a chromosome break (CRB) in yeast or human cells. The transition from DSB to CRB was found to be under limited control by the tethering function of the \textit{RAD50}/\textit{MRE11}/\textit{XRS2} (MRX) complex. Using a system for differential fluorescent marking of both sides of an endonuclease-induced DSB in single cells, we found that nearly all DSBs are converted to CRBs in cells lacking both exonuclease 1 (EXO1) activity and MRX complex. Thus, it appears that some feature of exonuclease processing or resection at a DSB is critical for maintaining broken chromosome ends in close proximity. In addition, we discovered a thermal sensitive (cold) component to CRB formation in an MRX mutant that has implications for chromosome end mobility and/or end-processing.

1. Introduction

Chromosome breaks (CRBs) are associated with many diseases including cancer and are detected cytologically following treatment with a variety of clastogens [1,2]. It is therefore important to understand the mechanisms and events that control their appearance. Primary and secondary double-strand breaks (DSBs) are generally considered as precursors to CRBs. While chromosome continuity is expected to influence chromosome dynamics, previous findings in yeast and mammalian cells demonstrated that DNA continuity is not essential to maintaining chromosome continuity. A site-specific DSB is inefficient at generating a CRB based on single molecule studies in yeast [3,4], and mammalian cells [5], even if the DSB fails to undergo repair. How chromosomal proteins that prevent the transition from DSBs to CRBs at the site of breakage is poorly understood. Using approaches that combine genetics and single molecule chromosome imaging in yeast, we had examined [3] the consequences of a DSB induced by an I-SceI homing endonuclease at a site closely-flanked (4 and 9 kb) by bacterial operators that can bind lacI-GFP and tetR-CFP, respectively [6]. The generation of a CRB was identified by spatial separation of the fluorescent spots (see Fig. 1). Less than a few percent of the DSBs led to a CRB in wild type (WT) cells; however, in the absence of the Rad50/Mre11/Xrs2 (MRX) complex, 12% of cells with a DSB also experienced a CRB [3]. Protein tethering at the site of the DSB, not the DNA nuclease function of MRX was proposed to limit DSB to CRB transition. Similar results were obtained in a system employing the same fluorescent markers placed 50 kb [4] from both sides of a site-specific DSB. The apparent inefficiency of DSB induction of CRBs led us to ask whether additional genetic factors prevent CRBs. In particular we were interested in the role that end-processing, i.e., resection, might play, since this might influence the ability to hold ends together or allow recruitment of additional repair machinery. We found that a combination of exonuclease 1 (EXO1) and MRX mutations results in highly efficient generation of CRBs from I-SceI induced DSBs. In addition, there is a cold-sensitive component that contributes to CRB induction.

2. Results

2.1. Systems detect a CRB induced by a site-specific DSB using fluorescent probes

Presented in Fig. 1 are the two previously reported [3,4] systems that have been employed to assess the ability of a DSB to alter chromosome continuity. In the first (Fig. 1A), lacI-GFP molecules and tetR-CFP proteins bind to multiple copies of their cognate sequences at 5 and 9 kb, respectively, from a sequence that is targeted by galactose-inducible I-SceI [3]. CRBs are identified by a greater than 0.8 micron separation of the markers in cells that are large-budded (due to DSB-induced arrest). Also included is a spindle marker Spc29-RFP that is used to ascertain cells arrested in G2. The second system (Fig. 1B) described by [4], utilizes a single lacI-GFP probe to identify sites that are 50 kb from a sequence that
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Fig. 1. Systems for the detection of a CRB induced by site-specific DSBs using nearby probes. (A) I-SceI system: [adapted from [3]]: a DSB is generated by I-SceI endonuclease which is under control of a GAL1 promoter. Multiple repeat sequences of lacO which binds lacI-GFP and tetO which binds tetR-CFP are 4.7 kb and 9.2 kb, respectively, from the DSB site. The spindle pole body is identified by Spc29-RFP chimeric protein. A CRB is identified by separation of >0.8 μm separation of the GFP and CFP spots. (B) HO-system: [adapted from [4]]: Two multiple repeat sequences of lacO, which binds lacI-GFP, are located 50 kb from an HO-endonuclease site. The endonuclease is under the control of a GAL1 promoter.

2.2. The transition of most DSBs to CRBs is prevented by a combination of the exonuclease function of Exo1 and the MRX complex

As shown in Fig. 2A, an I-SceI induced DSB generates a CRB in 3–5% of large budded WT cells (also described previously [3]). Consistent with our earlier results [3], the frequency is increased to ~11% in the MRX deletion mutant rad50Δ (Fig. 2A). While the present results are not statistically significant, the previous results [3] for WT vs. rad50Δ are significant as well as when the two sets of data are combined, as indicated in Fig. 2A. This difference between WT and the rad50Δ mutant in the present experiments might be explained by differences in cutting efficiency since there was a decrease in cut molecules in the population at later times in the WT strain (Fig. 2B) (possibly some DSBs produced by the slow cutting I-SceI endonuclease can be repaired between sister chromatids in the WT cells). However, under conditions of comparable, rapid-cutting by HO (Supplementary Fig. 1) there is still a difference in CRB induction (Fig. 2C).

Surprisingly, the level of CRBs is dramatically increased to 46% in cells lacking exonuclease 1 (exo1Δ; Fig. 2A). As shown in Fig. 2B, nearly 80% of the molecules in the population are cut. Induction of CRBs by HO-endonuclease is also increased in an exo1Δ mutant (Fig. 2C). Although there is more rapid and efficient cutting by HO-endonuclease, the large chromosomal distance and use of single color fluorescent markers (Fig. 1B) may limit the detection of CRBs. There is a high level of spot separation in the No-DSB control (~10%; [4] and unpublished) that could also be due to sister chromatid separation. The CRB frequency is nearly the same (Fig. 2A) with an exo1 mutant specifically deficient in nuclease function (exo1-D173A) [8,9] as with the exo1Δ mutant. The high CRB frequency cannot be attributed to a lack of repair since exo1Δ mutants are efficient at DSB repair [10]. Thus, we conclude the Exo1 nuclease function is a major component in preventing a DSB transitioning to a CRB.

Remarkably, when the exo1Δ or the exo1-D173A nuclease mutations were combined with a rad50Δ mutation, the frequency of large budded cells with a CRB following I-SceI induction increased to ~80% or ~65% with HO (Fig. 2C). Thus, the combination of deficiencies in both Exo1 activity and MRX results in nearly all DSBs transitioning to CRBs, given the efficiency of I-SceI cutting (Fig. 2B). It is not clear why the CRB frequency is less with HO. Possibly, the spatial distribution and even opportunities for identical sequences to interact may lower the opportunity to see separated spots. Overall, these results suggest that in the absence of MRX and its associated tethering function [11], the DSB to CRB transition is largely prevented by a mechanism that is specifically dependent upon the nuclease activity of Exo1.

2.3. The relationship between temperature and appearance of CRBs

If there is a structural basis to the prevention of CRBs then reducing the temperature might increase the likelihood of CRB formation from a DSB. This was not the case for either the WT or the exo1Δ mutant as shown in Fig. 3A. However, in the absence of MRX the appearance of CRBs is strongly influenced by temperature over the range 23–37 °C. At 37 °C, ~6% of the cells contain a CRB. With deletion in temperature from 37 °C to 23 °C, we found a dramatic increase in the appearance of CRBs from 6–12 to 40%, respectively. Deletion of the Mre11 component of MRX also increased CRBs when the temperature was reduced from 30 °C (12%; [3]) to 23 °C (compare with Fig. 3B). Given an efficiency of DSB induction by I-SceI in the WT and rad50Δ strains of 61% and 90% at 23 °C (data not shown), respectively, the absence of MRX reveals a cold-sensitive component that can effectively prevent DSBs from transitioning to CRBs.

We also examined the mre11-D16A mutant which increases sensitivity to radiation and lacks nuclease activity in vitro [12–14]. Like Mre11, the mre11-D16A protein can complex with Rad50 in vitro and tether ends of DNA molecules [13]. As shown in Fig. 3B, the ability of a DSB to induce a CRB at 23 °C was similar to that in WT cells suggesting that the cold sensitivity in cells lacking MRX complex is not related to a deficiency in Mre11 nuclease mediated end-processing. Loss of both Exo1 and MRX resulted in efficient DSB to CRB transition at both temperatures for both the I-SceI and HO induced DSBs (Fig. 3B and C). Thus, the cold-sensitive component appears related to Exo1 associated nuclease functions and/or temperature dependent properties of the DNA/chromatin ends (see Section 3).

Interestingly, the mre11-D16A mutation is reported to disrupt the MRX complex in vivo, based on the loss of ability to immuno-precipitate the complex [14]. The present results argue that the complex is functional, since there is no loss in ability to prevent the DSB → CRB transition at 23 °C or 30 °C [3], although the mutant exhibited the expected increase in sensitivity to both ionizing radiation and MMS (Supplementary Fig. 2). We also found that the mre11-D16A mutant had only a small effect on resection in vivo at the site-specific DSB (see below).

Other mutants were also examined for their impact on CRB formation at 23 °C. The Sae2 protein which is associated with MRX complex can affect exo- and endonuclease functions [15–17]. The sae2Δ mutation had a relatively small effect on the appearance of CRBs compared to the rad50Δ and mre11Δ mutants; the frequency of cells with a CRB was ~10% compared to ~5% in WT cells (Fig. 3B).
Another protein factor that binds DSBs and affects end-processing is Ku70/80 [18]. Consistent with previous results at 30°C [3] the level of CRBs in cells lacking Ku70 was comparable to that in WT cells.

2.4. Relationship between resection and appearance of CRBs

Since both the exonuclease 1 and MRX can participate in 5'–3' resection of DSB ends in growing cells (summarized in [20,21]) and G2 arrested cells [10], we examined the relationship between changes in end-processing and the appearance of CRBs. To determine possible roles of end-processing in the increased frequencies of CRBs, we assessed resection at DSBs in the various mutants utilizing an approach based on pulse-field gel electrophoresis that we recently described (PFGE; [10]). The generation of single-strand tails of at least a few hundred bases at the ends of chromosomes or large chromosomal fragments by resection leads to a reduction in mobility (giving the appearance of larger molecular weight) under the standard conditions used for PFGE. This "PFGE-shift" assay provides an opportunity to address the fraction of broken molecules that undergo resection (i.e., shifted vs. unshifted) as well as extent of resection [10]. For example, a unique cut site in a chromosome will generate two molecules of expected size. However, resection of the broken ends leads to an apparent increase in size (see Fig. 4 below); in the absence of resection, there is no change in mobility.

Cutting of Chr II in the WT strain by I-SceI results in the appearance of two fragments (343 kb and 470 kb) within 2 h (as shown), and the DNA of most chromosomes II are broken by 4 h, as shown in Fig. 4A. In addition, nearly all broken molecules at 4 h (>90%) exhibit the PFGE-shift associated with resection (e.g., 470 kb fragment). Given the low frequency of CRBs, this suggests that factors that prevent the transition to CRBs can function efficiently even when ends are resected.

The resection in the WT strain differs from that observed in the rad50Δ mutant (Fig. 4A). Only ∼35% of the broken molecules at 30°C are shifted at 4 h increasing to ∼50% at 8 h, as summarized in Fig. 5A. (Similar results were reported by Westmoreland et al. [10] for events at an HO-endonuclease induced DSB except that the time involved was shorter due to the more rapid cutting by HO-endonuclease.) The defect in resection at I-SceI induced DSBs is somewhat greater at 23°C (Fig. 4B). Even though there is a marked defect in resection in the rad50Δ, the small increase in CRBs at 30°C (Figs. 2A and 5A) suggests that the resection associated with MRX has only a modest role in preventing CRBs and that another factor(s) maintains chromosome ends in close proximity at 30°C although to a much lesser extent 23°C. We also examined the nre11-1D16A mutant. Although reported to be nuclease defective in vitro, resection was comparable to WT (Fig. 4C), supporting the view that MRX may not have a major direct role in a resection of a DSB in vivo [20].

Results with mutants lacking exonuclease 1 function (exo1Δ and exo1-D173A) contrast with those obtained with the rad50Δ strain.

While the present rad50Δ vs. WT results are not statistically different, the previous results [3] were at the p < 0.01 level. The combination of results from the two sets of data (indicated by brackets) are significant at the p < 0.01 level (see Section 4). The "***" indicates significant difference from the WT at p < 0.01 level. The "****" indicates significant difference from the single mutant at p < 0.01 level. The """" indicates significant difference from the WT at p < 0.01 level.

Fig. 2. A DSB to CRB transition is primarily determined by exonuclease 1 and MRX following induction of a DSB. Cells were grown in YEPD overnight, transferred in YEPD lactate overnight, and resuspended in synthetic medium with galactose at 30°C as described in Section 4. (A) I-SceI induced CRBs: Presented is the % of large budded cells with separated (>0.8 μm) lacI-GFP and terR-CFP spots after 8 h I-SceI induction. Previous results [3] are included (gray bars). The exo1Δ mutant exhibited a high frequency of CRBs after DSB induction, reaching ∼40% in large budded cells. The frequency of CRBs was substantially greater in an exo1Δ rad50Δ double mutant. Presented in parenthesis are the numbers of cells with CRBs/total cells examined.

(B) I-SceI DSB cutting efficiency: DNA-plugs were prepared from imaging samples at 0, 4, and 8 h, and chromosomes were separated by PFGE. Chr II and digested fragments were detected by Southern blotting with probes as described in Section 4. The intensity of bands was determined using ImageQuant software, and cutting efficiency was determined by the ratio of the centric and acentic fragments/total Chr II. (C) HO-induced CRBs: After HO-induction for 6 h, the percentage of large budded cells with two lacI-GFP spots was determined. Assuming 100% cutting, the efficiency of DSB to CRB transition is 11% in the WT strain, 27% in rad50Δ, 36% in exo1Δ and 65% in exo1Δ rad50Δ. Because the HO system uses a single color, these results may include sister chromatid separation. Presented in parentheses are the numbers of cells with CRBs/total cells examined. The "***" indicates significant difference from the WT at p < 0.01 level. The """" indicates significant difference from the single mutant at p < 0.01 level.
In spite of a defect in Exo1, the fraction of molecules resected is only slightly reduced from WT at 30 °C or 23 °C (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 3), consistent with previous reports of compensating nucleases ([9]; also see [10]). Since the frequency of exo1 Δ or exo1-D173A cells with a CRB is ~45% (Figs. 4, 5 and Supplementary Fig. 3A and B) there must be a specific role for exonuclease 1 activity in preventing a DSB from generating a CRB. The large increase at 30 °C in CRBs in the exo1 rad50 double mutant (~80%; Figs. 2, 5 and Supplementary Fig. 2B) as compared to the single rad50 Δ mutant (~11%; Fig. 5) as well as the cold-sensitive increase in CRBs in the single rad50 Δ or mre11 Δ mutants further suggests that Exo1 plays an important role in preventing CRBs when the MRX complex is inactivated. The effect of Exo1 is not simply explained by a reduction in resection, since the frequency of CRBs is much smaller in the rad50 Δ mutant at 30 °C, where there is a clear reduction in resection, than in the exo1 Δ mutant. The combination of exo1 mutations with rad50 Δ leads to a large reduction in the frequency of resected molecules after 4 h of I-SceI expression at 30 °C (~35% vs. <5%) but reaches that of the rad50 Δ single mutant at 8 h. However, at 23 °C the frequency of resected molecules in the double mutant is 10% as compared to ~50% in the rad50 Δ mutant following 8 h.

During these studies we observed that retention of both fluorescent markers GFP and CFP (5 kb and 9 kb away from the DSB, respectively, as described in Fig. 1) decreased upon I-SceI induction of a DSB. The frequency of large budded cells containing both markers went from >95% to ~20–25% in the WT strain (Fig. 6) suggesting that processing of ends could lead to reduced ability of the LacI and TetR repressor molecules to bind to their multicopy sequences. Surprisingly, there was much greater spot stability (both markers were detected in ~60–80% of cells) when exonuclease 1 activity was removed (exo1 Δ and exo1-D173A; Fig. 6A) although there was comparable cutting efficiency (Fig. 2B) and frequency of molecules with resected ends (Fig. 5). In the rad50 Δ mutant there was also a large decrease in cells with both spots (~25%) which might be due to the exonuclease 1 acting on one or the other DSB ends even though resection is reduced in the rad50 Δ mutant (Fig. 5). Similar results were found at 23 °C (Fig. 6B).

These findings suggest that the DNA processing or resection carried out in the presence of Exo1 is efficient at preventing the DSB to CRB transition and that the exonuclease activity associated with exonuclease 1 plays a major role. Possibly in the absence of exonuclease 1, resection at DSBS is less processive as indicated in our previous studies with radiation-induced DSBS [10] and less able to displace associated proteins (see Section 3).

3. Discussion

We previously identified a set of repair complexes that influence the transition from a DSB to a visually detectable CRB. Elimination of the MRX-mediated tethering resulted in a small but significant increase in CRBs. In the present study we found that the transition from DSB to chromosome discontinuity is greatly increased when Exo1 is defective. The removal of Exo1 or inactivation of Exo1 nuclease activity resulted in an approximate 10-fold increased likelihood of a CRB.

The Exo1 5′–3′ single strand exonuclease activity is involved in several DNA metabolic functions including removal of mismatches during replication [22], processing of lagging strand intermediates [23,9], and participating in recombination and resection of uncapped telomeres [24–26]. In human cells exonuclease 1 contains exonuclease and flap endonuclease activities and interacts with mismatch repair (MMR) proteins [27–29]. Human Exo1 also interacts with Werner syndrome (WRN) protein, and WRN stimulates the Exo1 flap endonuclease activity [30]. In yeast, Exo1 has a modest effect on resection of a site-specific DSB or radiation-induced DSBs in logarithmically-growing and G2 arrested yeast [10]. In logarithmically growing yeast, factors that affect resection include Exo1, the helicase/endonuclease SGS1 along with DNA2 and MRX [20]; deletion of any one of these can affect the pattern of end-processing [31,32,20]. Thus, it is surprising that loss of Exo1 activity would have such a large impact on chromosome continuity. However, as shown previously and summarized in Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 3B, Exo1 accounts for much of the remaining resection in a rad50 Δ mutant.

We propose an additional role for Exo1, that of maintaining chromosome continuity upon introduction of a DSB. Since the prevention of CRBs specifically requires Exo1 nuclease activity, we suggest that this nuclease-mediated end-processing assures that ends are maintained in close proximity even though, as shown in Fig. 4, most ends are resected. Although structural functions have been ascribed to Exo1 [33], the large effect of the D173A mutant strongly argues for an important nuclease specific role in preventing CRBs. Surprisingly, not only does Exo1 play a major role in preventing CRBs, there was a dramatic increase in CRBs when the Exo1 function was inactivated in cells lacking the MRX complex (mrxΔ) resulting in nearly all chromosomes with a DSB target site exhibiting a CRB (within the limits of detection). While there is a small but significant increase [11] in CRBs in an MRX defective background, the Exo1-mediated function is over ~80–90% efficient at preventing a DSB → CRB transition in mrxΔ cells. On the other hand, while about 30–40% of DSBS can lead to CRBs in the Exo1 mutants, the generation of even more CRBs is preventable by the tethering function of MRX and not its nuclease activity (Fig. 4C).

The finding that the Exo1 activity itself plays a major role in preventing DSB generation of CRBs is unexpected in light of its primary function as an exonuclease, especially since most molecules are resected in mutants lacking Exo1 activity. It is interesting that the stability of the CFP and GFP fluorescent “spots” is greatly increased in Exo1 mutants. The resection characteristics of Exo1 differ from those of the other nucleases that affect DSB end-processing and is consistent with a slower or less processive resection in exo1 mutants [10,20]. Possibly Exo1 is more efficient at resecting protein-associated DNA (i.e., chromatin) or DNA with modified protein, such as stretches of phosphorylated H2A (which can extend to hundreds of kb) [34–36] following DSB induction.

While we have established a prominent role for Exo1, the mechanism of Exo1 prevention of CRB formation, even in the absence of MRX, remains to be determined. Possibly other proteins that associate with single-strand DNA generated at DSB ends can interact to prevent separation of ends. It is interesting that the nearly 4-fold increase in CRBs with reduction in temperature (30–23 °C) that is specific to the MRX mutants suggests a cold sensitive component that is a central mediator of DSB → CRB transitions. However, it is also possible that the physical status of the chromosome ends generated after end-processing might impact the thermodynamic properties of ends thereby affecting the detection of CRBs. The elasticity of a polymer network such as DNA/chromatin is expected to be influenced by entropic recoil of the polymer chain [37,38]. In well-defined in vitro systems the fluctuation of monomeric chains of a polymer network is temperature sensitive, resulting in chain shortening with increased temperature due to the increased number of states each monomer in the chain can occupy [39]. When translated to a chromosome polymer that is broken, this would lead to the appearance of chromosome breaks. Such an inverse relationship between CRB frequency and temperature would be opposite to the expected effect of temperature on an enzymatic reaction.

It is interesting that translocations arising by endjoining of HO-induced broken ends on different chromosomes are prevented by factors such as Mre11 and Sae2 [19] that also reduce the likelihood of DSB to CRB transitions. Importantly, translocations are also prevented by the associated nuclease activities. The Exo1
DSB resection in MRX and exonuclease 1 mutants as determined by pulse-field shift. DNA-plugs were prepared from samples used for imaging and chromosomes were separated by PFGE; gels were stained with SYBR Gold. I-SceI induction resulted in cutting of the 815 kb Chr II into 470 kb and 345 kb fragments. With time, resection leads to a shift in these bands to slower mobilities [10].

(A) PFGE-shift following incubation at 30°C. (B) and (C) PFGE-shift following incubation at 23°C of various mutants. Most chromosome fragments were shifted in the mre11-D16A and exo1/SOH mre11-D16A double mutant. Exo1 nuclease activity may function similarly if it influences opportunities to resect chromatin associated DNA. While Exo1 can resect “dirty” ended radiation-induced as well as “clean” site-specific DSBs [10], the loss of Exo1 does not greatly affect DSB repair or radiation sensitivity implying overlapping repair functions with other exonucleases. In light of the present results, Exo1 also might function to prevent the transition of randomly induced DSBs to CRBs. If this is the case, Exo1 could influence the likelihood of chromosomal rearrangements which are induced by radiation in wild type yeast [40].

The percentages of molecules that were resected were determined from PFGE images such as those described in Fig. 4 and are presented as red bars. The images were analyzed using KODAK MI software for the amount of broken 470 kb molecules that were unshifted or shifted (material above the 470 kb band). The black bars correspond to percentages of large budded cells that contain CRBs. The I-SceI induction was for 8 h.

Fig. 3. Affect of temperature on the appearance of DSB-induced CRBs. Cells were grown at 30°C, and shifted to 23°C, 30°C, or 37°C during I-SceI induction. (A) Increased CRBs for rad50Δ mutants but not exo1Δ at reduced temperature. Transition from a DSB to a CRB was 5% in WT and 12% in rad50Δ at 30°C. The I-SceI induction was for 8 h. The *** indicates significant difference from the WT at $p<0.01$ level. The **** indicates significant difference from the single mutant at $p<0.01$ level. Comparisons are for the 23°C and the 30°C sets of data. (B) CRB induction at 23°C in various mutants after I-SceI induction for 8 hr. The *** indicates significant difference from the WT at $p<0.01$ level. For exo1Δ mre11-D16A the single asterisk indicates significant difference from the WT and the mre11-D16A mutant. The **** indicates significant difference from the single mutant at $p<0.01$ level (for sae2Δ rad50Δ, the comparison is with the sae2Δ mutant). (C) HO-induced CRBs at 23°C. Cells were grown at 30°C and shifted to 23°C during HO induction. The cells with CRBs after HO induction for 6 h were identified as containing two or more GFP spots. The *** indicates significant difference from the single rad50Δ mutant at $p<0.01$ level. The **** indicates significant difference from the single rad50Δ mutant at $p<0.01$ level. Presented in parenthesis are the numbers of cells with CRBs/total cells examined.

Fig. 4. Summary of resection and CRBs at 30°C and 23°C. The percentages of molecules that were resected were determined from PFGE images such as those described in Fig. 4 and are presented as red bars. The images were analyzed using KODAK MI software for the amount of broken 470 kb molecules that were unshifted or shifted (material above the 470 kb band). The black bars correspond to percentages of large budded cells that contain CRBs. The I-SceI induction was for 8 h.
The following mutant derivatives were created in this strain [3]: mre11D, xrs2D, mre11-D16A, and yku70D mutants. The RAD50 and SAE2 genes were deleted by PCR-based amplified TRP1 fragments of RAD50 as follows:

5'-GTGTTAGCAACATTGAGGCAGGGGAAAACAGGAAACGGAGAACAG- 
AGCAGCATGTCTGTTATTAATTTCAC-3' 

5'-TCTAATTATCAATCAAAGTCATCCTCCCTGATAGATATATGGGGT-
CTTTCTATTTCTTAGCATTTTTGA-3'.

The following strain KS406 which contained galactose-inducible Gal1/10-I-SceI) was developed previously, as described in [3]. HO strains were grown overnight at 23 °C in YPDA medium, resuspended in YEP lactate medium, and grown for an additional 18 h at 30 °C. The cells were then transferred to synthetic lactate medium (3.15% lactic acid [pH 5.5]) lacking histidine containing 2% galactose and 20 mM 3-AT harvested and concentrated by centrifuge. Cells were put on ice until they were imaged. Then large budded cells were examined at 30 °C, or 37 °C. After I-SceI induction for 8 h, over 80% of cells were large budded. Cells were harvested and concentrated by centrifuge. Cells were put on ice until they were imaged. Then large budded cells were examined at room temperature. G2/M arrest was also monitored by the distance between the Spc29-RFP spots. The microscopic imaging procedure was described previously [3]. HO strains were grown overnight at 30 °C in YPDA medium, resuspended in YEP lactate medium, and transferred to synthetic lactate medium containing 2% galactose and 50 mM CuSO4 as described in [4]. The subsequent procedures were the same as used for the I-SceI strains.

4.2. Detection of CRBs

I-SceI strains were grown overnight at 30 °C in YPDA medium (2% bacto-peptone, 1% yeast extract, 2% dextrose, 60 μg/mL adenine sulfate), resuspended in YEP lactate medium (2% bacto-peptone, 1% yeast extract, 3.15% lactic acid [pH 5.5]) and grown for an additional 18 h at 30 °C. The cells were then transferred to synthetic lactate medium (3.15% lactic acid [pH 5.5]) lacking histidine containing 2% galactose and 20 mM 3-amino-triazole (3-AT) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) for 8 h at 23 °C, 30 °C, or 37 °C. After I-SceI induction for 8 h, over 80% of cells were large budded. Cells were harvested and concentrated by centrifuge. Cells were put on ice until they were imaged. Then large budded cells were examined at room temperature. G2/M arrest was also monitored by the distance between the Spc29-RFP spots. The microscopic imaging procedure was described previously [3]. HO strains were grown overnight at 30 °C in YPDA medium, resuspended in YEP lactate medium, and transferred to synthetic lactate medium containing 2% galactose and 50 mM CuSO4 as described in [4]. The subsequent procedures were the same as used for the I-SceI strains.

4.3. Assay to detect loss of GFP or CFP spots

To detect loss of fluorescent spots, cells were prepared as described above. After I-SceI induction for 8 h, large budded cells were observed using fluorescent microscopy and the ratio of cells
with both CFP and GFP spots versus total large budded cells was determined.

4.4. Pulse field gel electrophoresis

Strains were grown under the same procedures used in the imaging experiment. After I-SceI induction, cells were harvested at 0, 4, and 8 h, and PFGE plugs were prepared as previously described [10,41]. Chromosomes were separated with Transverse Alternating Field Electrophoresis (TAFE) using a GeneLinell (Becckman Instruments, Fullerton, CA). The electrophoresis was performed at 350 mA with 30–100 s pulse switch for 23 h 24 min. Following separation of chromosomes, gels were stained with SYBR Gold (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA), and the gel image was photographed using a GelLogic200 imaging system (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY). To calculate the ratio of resected molecules, the intensity of the broken Chr II 470 kb fragment was analyzed using KODAK Molecular Imaging software (Rochester, NY). The ratio of shifted molecule versus both shifted and un-shifted molecules was determined.

4.5. Efficiency of I-SceI cutting or HO cutting

Pulsed field gels were blotted to Hybond N+ (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, UK). The blotted gels were hybridized with probes specific for each chromosome. The PCR amplified probes were labeled with 32P-dCTP. The probes were used to hybridize both the centric and acentric Chr II probe 2:

\[ 5' - \text{TCTTGGTATACATTATTAGC-3'} \]

Chr VII probe 2:

\[ 5' - \text{TGAAGAAGCTGCATTTGCAAG-3'} \]

Chr VII probe 1:

\[ 5' - \text{AAGAGCCAAGCCAGGTGACC-3'} \]

TCTTGGTATACATTATTAGC-3';

\[ 5' - \text{TCAACCTACATCCACATAG-3'} \]

\[ 5' - \text{TGTACGGACTTGGAACT-3'} \]

\[ 5' - \text{TACACCTAACTACACATTACAG-3'} \]

\[ 5' - \text{TACACCTAACTACACATTACAG-3'} \]

\[ 5' - \text{TACACCTAACTACACATTACAG-3'} \]

The PCR amplified probes were labeled with 32P-dCTP. The probes were used to hybridize both the centric and acentric fragment. Autoradiographs were examined with a Typhoon 9400 variable mode imager (GE Healthcare) and band intensities were analyzed using ImageQuant Version 5.2 (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA).

4.6. Statistical analysis

Differences between pairs of genotypes in the proportion of cells with CRBs were evaluated using likelihood ratio statistics (likelihood ratio exact test) and p-values were evaluated via permutation techniques. Permutation-based p-values were used because of the small counts for some genotypes. The Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test was used to calculate a single p-value in Fig. 2A using combined data from two experiments involving WT and rad50D (present results and [3]). All statistical calculations were done using StatXact 8 (Cytel Inc., Cambridge, MA).
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